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It is shown that for a countable simplicial complex K, the following are equivalent: 
(i) K is a combinatorial a-manifold, 
(ii) the space IKI, with the weak topology is an IWm-manifold, 
(iii) the space \KI, with the metric topology is a u-manifold, 
(iv) \KI, x Q is a Q”-manifold, 
(v) IKI, x Q is a S-manifold, 
(vi) each simplex of K is a Z-set in (Kl,,, 
(vii) each simplex of K is a Z-set in IKI,,,, 
(viii) each simplex of K has non-empty contractible link, 
(ix) H,(IKI, IKl\{x}) =0 for each XE IKJ and each simplex has simply connected link. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57N20, 54E60, 57QO5, 57415, 57425 I 
combinatorial co-manifold W-manifold triangulation 
combinatorial equivalence o-manifold simplicial complex 
the weak topology Q”-manifold Z-sets 
the metric topology 8-manifold link star 
0. Introduction. 
A simplicial complex K is here treated as a geometric one, that is, a collection 
of (closed) simplexes in a real linear space. The set IKI = lJ K, the union of all 
simplexes of K, has two natural topologies, the weak topology and the metric 
topology. The spaces with these topologies are denoted by IK(, and [KI,,,, respec- 
tively. If K is locally finite, then IKl,,, = [Kl,,,. Th en in this case, we simply denote 
this space by IKI. A subdivision of K is a simplicial complex K' such that IK’I = IKI, 
each simplex of K is covered by finitely many simplexes of K’and K’ refines K, 
that is, each simplex of K’ is contained in a simplex of K. Remark IK’lw = JK), but 
in general lK’(, # lKjm and if K is locally finite then so is K’. Two simplicial 
complexes are combinatorially equivalent provided they admit simplicially iso- 
morphic subdivisions. 
* This work was done while the author was visiting Louisiana State University during the 1985-86 
Academic Year. 
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Let K be a simplicial complex. For a simplex A of K, the subcomplexes 
St(A, K) = {B E K13C E K s.t. A, B < C} and 
Lk(A,K)={BESt(A,K)IAnB=fl} 
are called the star and the link of A in K, respectively, where A < C means that A 
is a face of C. Let A” be the countably infinite full complex, that is, the countably 
infinite simplicial complex whose each finite set of vertices spans a simplex of A”. 
A combinatorial a-manifold is a countable simplicial complex such that the star of 
each vertex is combinatorially equivalent to A” (see [19]). In [19], it was shown 
that for any countable simplicial complex K, the product simplicial complex K x A” 
is a combinatorial cc-manifold and the Hauptvermutung was proved, that is, any 
two homeomorphic combinatorial cc-manifolds are combinatorially equivalent. This 
Hauptvermutung is true with respect to both topologies, the weak topology and the 
metric topology (cf. [19, Theorem 2.31). 
Let o be the subspace of the countably infinite product of real lines, s =W, 
consisting of {(xi)i,N 1 Xi = 0 except for finitely many ij, and R” = dir lim [w”, the direct 
limit of Euclidian spaces. Separable paracompact manifolds modeled on these spaces 
are called a-manifolds and Iwas-munzfolds, respectively. These manifolds are triangu- 
lated, that is, each R”-manifold is homeomorphic to a simplicial complex with the 
weak topology (cf. [19, Introduction]) and each v-manifold is homeomorphic to a 
simplicial complex with the metric topology [lo, Theorem 151. Since lA”lW is 
homeomorphic to R” by [8] (cf. [17]), f or each combinatorial co-manifold K, 1~1~ 
is an IW”-manifold and then IKI,,, is a a-manifold [20, Corollary 11. 
Let Q be the Hilbert cube, that is, Q = I”, the countably infinite product of closed 
intervals. Let 2 be the subspace of a Hilbert cube Q” consisting of {(x~)~,~ 1 xi = 0 E Q 
except for finitely many i} and Q” = dir lim Q”, the direct limit of Hilbert cubes. 
Separable paracompact manifolds modeled on 2 and Q” are called 2manifolds 
and Q”-manifolds, respectively. It is well known that [w” x Q and v x Q are homeo- 
morphic to Q” and 2 respectively (e.g. see [17] and [4]). Hence if X is an 
lR”-manifold or o-manifold then XX Q is a Q”-manifold or E-manifold, respec- 
tively. In general, the converse does not hold as shown by examples in [ 111. 
A closed subset A of a space X is a Z-set in X if for each n E N a map f: I” + X 
is arbitrarily close to a map g : I” + X\A (cf. [23]). In case X is an ANR (for metric 
spaces) or an W-manifold or Q”-manifold, A is a Z-set in X if and only if for 
each open cover 021 of X there is a map f: X -+ X\A limited by % (%-near to id) 
by [9]. It is well-known that every compact set in a manifold modeled on [w”, 0; 
Q” or E is a Z-set (e.g., see [18, Corollary 1.5 and Theorem 3.11 and [4, p. 407, 
line 3 and Theorems 10.2, 6.7 and 6.11). 
In this paper, we give the following: 
Main Theorem. For a countable simplicial complex K, the following are equivalent: 
(i) K is a combinatorial co-manifold, 
(ii) IKI, is an R”-mantfold, 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(?i 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
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1 K I,,, is a u-manifold, 
IK Iw x Q is a Q”-manifold, 
(K lrn x Q is a Smanifold, 
each simplex of K is a Z-set in ) K I,,,, 
each simplex of K is a Z-set in (K ( m, 
each simplex of K has non-empty contractible link, 
%(lKI, IKI\{xH = 0 f or each point x E (K I and each simplex of K has non- 
empty simply connected link. 
The equivalence of conditions (ii) and (iii) was conjectured in [20]. By the 
equivalence of (i) and (ii), the Hauptvermutung for combinatorial a-manifolds 
implies the positive answer of Problem (B) (the negative answer of Problem (C)) 
in [19]. The condition (viii) gives a good answer for Problem (A) in [19]. The 
equivalence of (iii) and (vii) is a positive answer of Problem LS 9 in [l] for the 
usual (barycentric) metric. In condition (ix) of the theorem, the simple connectedness 
of links is essential. We construct in Section 5 a coutable simplicial complex K such 
that H,(lKI, IKl\{xI) = 0 f or each x E I K I but K is not a combinatorial a-manifold. 
A closed subset A of a space X is a strong Z-set in X if idx can be approximated 
by maps f: X + Y satisfying An cl f(X) = 8. A strong Z-set is clearly a Z-set but 
the converse is not true, that is, we have a compact Z-set in a complete ANR which 
is not a strong Z-set [2]. Let K be a simplicial complex. For any subcomplex L of 
K, IL1 is a strong Z-set in JK I,,, if it is a Z-set. And any topologically complete Z-set 
in (KI, is a strong Z-set. These are proved in the Appendix. Hosokawa [13] gave 
a characterization of Z-sets in I K Jm ( = I K I ,) f or a locally finite simplicial complex 
K. In case K is not locally finite, his proof also works for topologically complete 
closed sets in IK I,,, by suitable modifications. However his characterization does 
not hold for non-complete metrizable closed sets. The above second statement is 
obtained by the modified proof of Hosokawa’s characterization of Z-sets [13, 
Theorem 4.11. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let AO,A,,.. . , A, be sets in a real linear space. The join of AO, A,, . . . , A, is 
the set 
AoA, . . * A, = g ti~i I ai E A,, ti 2 0, i ti = I . 
i=O i=O 
We say that A,, A,, . . . , A, are independent if each point in AoA, * . . A,, can be 
written uniquely in the form I:=, t,Ui, ai E Ai, ti 2 0, Cy=, ti = 1. The definitions for 
points are same. Then an n-simplex A is the join uOzll . . * II, of n + 1 independent 
points, that is, the vertices of A. The following lemmas are trivial. 
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1.1. Lemma. Simplexes AO, A,, . . . , A,, are independent tf and only if all the vertices 
ofAo,Al,..., A,, are independent. 
1.2. Lemma. Let A and B be independent convex sets and let vO, v, , . . . , v, and 
wo 1 Wl,...rWr?I be independent points in A and B respectively. Then vo, v1 , . . . , v,, 
WO,Wl,..., w, are independent. 
Let K be a simplicial complex. The n-skeleton of K is denoted by K” and the 
barycentric subdivision of K is denoted by Sd K. We write Sd2 K = Sd(Sd K). We 
should remark IKI, = (Sd KI,. We write 
G(A, K) = ]St(A, K)]\]Lk(A, K)]. 
Then O(A, K) is open in both spaces lK[,,, and JKI,. The following is elementary. 
1.3. Lemma. Let vo, v,, . . . , v, be vertices of a simplicial complex K. The join 
VOV~ . . . v, is a simplex of K if and only if nyCo O(vi, K) # 0. 
For a simplex A, the barycenter, the interior and the boundary of A are denoted 
by a,A, and aA, respectively. 
1.4. Lemma. K a simplicial with K n. IK 
contains injinite set such for A K\K An G is infinite and 
any n + 1 points in An (K” u G) are independent. 
Proof. First note that for each A E K\K *-I, any n + 1 points in An K” are indepen- 
dent. Write K\K”-’ = {A,, A,, . . . , A,}. We define G as a sequence {x~}~~~ of
points in 
xp+i ~A~foreachi=l,..., m;j=0,1,2 ,..., 
(ii) any n + 1 points in Ai n (K’u {x~}~~~) are independent. 
In fact, assuming xk defined for k < jm + i, (i = 1, . . . , m), inductively choose Xjm+i E 
Ai not lying on any hyperplane spanned by n points in A,,n ( K”u {xk}k+,,+i) for 
Ai,> A;. 0 
Let K and L be simplicial complexes. A function f: (KJ + IL/ is piecewise linear 
(p.1.) if there exist subdivisions K’ and L’ of K and L respectively such that f is 
simplicial with respect to K’ and L’. Then f: I K IW + I LI, is continuous but in general 
f:iKIm+lLlm is not continuous. If K is finite then f is always continuous. 
1.5. Lemma. Let K and L be simplicial complexes and f: I K I + IL1 a function. If K is 
finite and for each A E K there is some B E L such that f(A) c B and f) A : A + B 
is linear (= afined) then f is p.1. 
Proof. Note that f(lKl)c ILo] f or some finite subcomplex Lo of L. By [16, Ch. 2, 
Lemma 2.131, f : (K I + ) L,[ is p.1. Since any subdivision of Lo extends to a subdivision 
of L (e.g. see the proof of [16, Ch. 2, Lemma 2.17]), f: IK(-+ JLI is also p.1. 0 
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The join of spaces X and Y is the space 
x* Y=xuxx(o,l)x Yu Y 
with the topology generated by open sets in the product space X x (0,l) x Y and sets 
UuUx(O,t)xY and Xx(t,l)xVuV 
where U and V are open in X and Y respectively and 0 < t < 1. If A and B are 
independent bounded sets in a normed linear space E, then the subspace AB in E 
is homeomorphic (z) to A * B. If X and Y are metrizable spaces, they can be 
embedded in some normed linear spaces E and F as bounded closed sets, respec- 
tively. Consider the product normed linear space E x R x F and identify X = 
X x (0) x {0}, Y = (0) x {l} x Y c E x [w x F. Then X and Y are independent bounded 
sets in E x R x F. Hence the join X * Y is metrizable because X * Y = XY. The join 
v * X of one vertex v and a space X is called the cone over X. The suspension l5X 
of X is the join So * X of X and the O-sphere So (i.e. two points). The n-fold 
suspension 2”X of X (n 3 1) is defined by Z(,ZnP’X), where Z”X = X. 
The following is a generalization of [13, Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.71. 
1.6. Lemma. If X is compact and Y is contractible, then X is a strong Z-set in X * Y. 
Proof. Let % be an open cover of X * Y. From compactness, there is 0 < r < 1 such 
that 
{{x}u{x}x(0, r]x Y~XEX}<%. 
Let h : Y x I + Y be a homotopy such that ho( Y) = {yo} for some y, E Y and h, = id. 
Define a map f: X * Y + X * Y as follows: 
f(x) = (x, r, yo) on X, 
f(x, r, Y) = (x, r, h(y, t/r)) on X x (0, rl x Y, 
flXx(r, 1)x Yu Y=id. 
Then f is Q-near to id and X n clf(X * Y) = 0. 0 
The next lemma generalizes [13, Corollary 3.91. 
1.7. Lemma. Let A be a (strong) Z-set in a compact ANR X. Then for any space Y, 
A is a (strong) Z-set in X * Y. 
Proof. Let % be an open cover of X * Y. From the compactness, there are an open 
cover “I’ and 0 < r < 1 such that 
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Since A is a (strong) Z-set in an ANR X, we have a V-homotopy h : X x I + X such 
that An h,(X) = 0 (An cl h,(X) = 0) and h, = id. Define a map f: X * Y+ X * Y 
byflX=h,,,flY=id and 
(h,(x), 
f(x, t,y)= 
1 
4 Y) if t<$r, 
(h(x,2t/r-l), t,y) if+rstGr, 
(4 t, Y) if t> r, 
onXx(O,l)xYThenfis~-neartoidandAnf(X*Y)=0(Anclf(X*Y)= 
0). 0 
Let K and L be simplicial complexes. We can consider them as collections of 
simplexes in a linear space such that each A E K and B E L are independent. The 
join of K and L is the simplicial complex 
K*L=KuLu{ABIAEK,BEL}. 
It is not difficult to see that (K * LI, = IK I,,, * ILI, by the natural homeomorphism. 
If K is the complex of a simplex A, that is, K = {B ) B < A}, then we write A * L = 
K * L. For a simplex A of a simplicial complex K, 
St(A, K) = A * Lk(A, K). 
The join v * K of one vertex v and a simplicial complex K is called the cone over 
K. The suspension ZK of K is the join So * K of K and the complex of O-sphere 
So. The n-fold suspension E”K of K (n 3 1) is defined by E(E”-‘K), where E°K = K. 
Then IV * KI, = u * lKlm and I.Z”K(, =Z:“IKI~. 
2. A characterization lemma of combinatorial oo-manifolds. 
In [19], the author gave a characterization of combinatorial co-manifolds. Here 
we improve it somewhat. 
2.1. Lemma. A countable simplicial complex K is a combinatorial oo-manifold if and 
only zffor each jinite subcomplex L of K there exists a p.1. embedding k : ) LI x I + IK Iw 
such that k(x, 0) =x for all x E 1~1. 
Proof. We apply Corollary 3.5 in [19]. The “only if” part is obvious. To prove the 
“if” part, we first observe in the above condition, k( IL1 x I) c IQ for some finite 
subcomplex L” of K. Applying the condition to i, we have a p.1. embedding 
k”:(~J~1~J~I,suchthat~(x,O)=xforallx~1~1.Then~k:~LIx1~~(K(,isap.l. 
embedding such that lk(x, 0) =x for all x E ILI. Thus inductively applying the 
condition, we have the following condition: 
(*) For each finite subcomplex L of K and for each n EN, there exists a p.1. 
embedding k : ) LI x I” +IKIw such that k(x,O)=x for all XEILI. 
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Now letf:P+lK), b e a map of a compact polyhedron which restricts to a p.1. 
embedding f(P,: PO+ (K], of a closed subpolyhedron PO of I? Take a p.1. map 
4 : P+ I with +-l(O) = PO (e.g. see [16, p. 311). Regard P as a subpolyhedron of I” 
for some n E N and define a p.1. map h : P + u * I” by 
h(x)=(l-+(x)).v+cb(x).x. 
Letj:v*I”-+I”+’ be a homeomorphism such that j(v) = 0. From compactness, 
f(P) c IL1 for some finite subcomplex L of K. We define a p.1. embedding g : P+ 
IL1 x I”+’ by 
g(x) = (f(x)Jh(x)). 
From (*), there is a p.1. embedding k: IL1 x I”+’ + IKE,+, such that k(x, 0) =x for all 
x E IL]. Thus we obtain a p.1. embedding kg: P+ JKI, such that kg) P,,=fl PO. 
Therefore K is a combinatorial cc-manifold. 0 
3. A simplicial complex with the condition (vii) 
For the Z-set condition (vii), we have: 
3.1. Lemma. Let K be a simplicial complex such that each simplex of K is a Z-set in 
IKIm_ Then each skeleton IK”I is a Z-set in (KJ,. 
Proof. For each AE K, A is a Z-set in IK(,, then A=An O(A, Sd K) is a Z-set 
in O(A, Sd K). Since 
and 
((K'I\IK'-'l)n O(A, Sd K) = A for each AE K’\K” 
IK’I\IK’-~IcU{O(,&~~ K)~AEK’\K”} 
= IKI,\lK”-% 
it is easy to construct maps f; : IKI,,,\IK~-~I+ (KI,,,\IK~I, i = 0, I,. . _ , n, sufficiently 
close to id. Then we have a map fn. + *f,&: lKlm + IKI,\IK” close to id. Cl 
3.2. Theorem. Let K be a countable simplicial complex. If each simplex of K is a Z-set 
in IKI,,,, then K is a combinatorial a-manifold. 
Proof. Let L be a finite subcomplex of K. We construct a p.1. embedding f: IL] xI + 
IKI such that S(x, 0) = x f or all x E IL]. Then K is a combinatorial co-manifold by 
the characterization lemma in Section 2. 
Put n = dim L. Since IK 2n+3j is a Z-set in JKI, by Lemma 3.1, we have a map 
h : ILI+ (Kl,\lKZnt31 su ffi ciently close to id so as to satisfy 
(1) h((St(A, Sd*L)()c O(& Sd K) for each AE L. 
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Observe {O(A, Sd K)IAE K\K2”+3 } is an open cover of IKl,,,\lK2nt31. Let L’ be a 
subdivision of Sd2L such that 
{~St(u,L)(~v~L’“}<{h-‘(O(A,SdK))~A~K\K2”+3}. 
Then for each v E L”, choose A, E K\ K2n+3 so that 
(2) h(lSt(v, L’)I) c O(A,, Sd K). 
Let J be a finite subcomplex of K such that L u {A, I u E L”} c J. By Lemma 1.4, 
we can obtain an injection g: L”+ IJI such that 
0 
(3) g(u) E A, for each u E L”, and 
(4) for each A E J\J2n+3, any 2n +4 points in An (J’u g( L”)) are independent. 
For each C c ) Lj we write C” = C x {s}, s = 0,l. Define a triangulation 
of IL/ x I containing Sd L x (0, l} as a subcomplex. Let 
c=Sd Lx{O}u L’x{l}u{&. . vi:C’lC~ L’, 
Aos. - *sA,<A,+,z. . . s Aj E L s.t. C c Ai+, . . . /ij} 
Then clearly 2 is a subdivision of L with 
~“={~o~A~L}u{u’~v~ L”}. 
We define an injection fo: 2’+ IJJ by 
fo( A”) = a for each A E L, 
fo(v’)=g(u) for each UE L”. 
Let Aos. . .~Ai<Ai+1~. -.sA,cL, C=vo.. . vk E L’ such that C c Ai+, * * . !j. 
Since Ccnf=, ISt(q, L’)(, h(C)cnf,, O(A,,,Sd K) from (2). Then &,. . . ,A,, 
span a simplex of Sd K, hence we can assume A, < * . . < A,,. On the other hand 
Cc ISt(A,, Sd’L)l for some I= i+ 1,. . . , j because L’ is a subdivision of Sd*L and 
Cc Ai+r * * * Aj. Then h(C) c O(d,, Sd K) from (1). Hence Ai, and Ai, span a 
simplex of Sd K, that is, A, < A, or A, < AI. Since dim A, s dim L = n and dim A, 2 
2n+3, we have A,sA,, hence Ai<A,~A,<*..<A,,. Put A=A+EJ\J*“+~. 
Then {g(vo), . . . , g( uk)} c A from (3). Observe 
dimA,+k+2=dimA,+dim C+2sdimA,+dim(A,+, * a. Aj)+2 
Then by (4) all vertices of Ai and g(vo), . . . , g(vk) are independent. Note that 
do,.. . , ai are independent points in Ai. By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, A,, . . . , Ai, 
g(vo), . . . , g(uk) are independent points in A. Therefore Jo extends to f: IL”‘/ + JJ( 
which is linear on each simplex of L’. By Lemma 1.5, f: I LI x I -+ I K 1 is a p.1. map. 
From the definition, clearly f(x, 0) = x for all x E ILI. 
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We must show that f is an embedding. Let 
&Z* . -$A,<A,+,g* . .pAje L, 
B,S* . .s Bi,< Bi,+,s* . .z Bj,~ L, 
C=~,...V~EL’ and D=w,*.-w~,EL’ 
so that 
c c A,+, . . * Aj and DC &+, . . * ijs, 
Then as seen in the above, dim Ai + k + 2, dim Bi,f k’+ 2 s n +2 and there are 
A, B E J\J2”t3 such that 
AisA, {g(Q), . a. , g(dlc A, ig(vcJ, . . . ,g(vk)>n~fO, 
Bit s B, {g(wo),.. . , g( w,)l= 4 {g(wo), . . . ) g( Wk.)} n s f 0. 
Assume 
f($ . . $C')"nf(& . . @D’)‘#@ 
Then An i # 0, that is, A = B. Since 
f<%. . * APC’)‘=(A,. . . Aig(Vo) . . . g(Vk))OC (Aig(v,) * . 
and 
f($ . . . $rD’)’ = (& . . . &g( wo) * * . g( wk))‘c (B,fg( wo) * 
we have 
(Aig(v,) . . . g(viJYn(Bidw,) - . . dw,,)Yf0. 
It follows from (4) 
Ai = & and {g(v,), . . . , g(vk)) =k(wo), . . . , g(wv))- 
g(v/c)Y 
* g(ww)Y, 
Since g is injective, { vO, . . . , vk} = { wo, . . . , wk.} which implies C = D. And then 
((A,. . . &)‘n (I?, . . . &)“)g(v,) . . . g(vk) 
+i,** ’ A,( Vg) . ’ . g( vk))’ n (& ’ . . 6i’g( Wg) . ’ . g( Wk.))’ 
z0 
because Ai and g(v,) . * * g( vk) are independent and A,,, . . . , pi, &,, . . . , I?,, E 
Ai( = B<,). Thus 
(2, * * ~Ai)“n(&~~~&)“fO 
which implies &, . . . Ai = 6, . . * &. Consequently we have 
A0 
Ao. . ./@C’=&‘. . . fi;,D’. 
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Similarly as above if f(C’)“nf(D’)“f 0 then C’ = D’. And obviously if 
f(A,“. . * $)“nf(B,O . . . l!:)o # 0 then Ai,” . . . # = $,” * * * @. Moreover it is easy to 
see that 
f(& .&C’)“nf(& . . $,)O 
=(&.. * As(h) . . . g(ulJ)on(B, * *. &)" 
= 0. 
From the definition, clearly f is injective on each simplex of 2. Therefore f is 
injective. Since IL1 x I is compact, f is an embedding. This completes the proof. 0 
4. Proof of the Main Theorem 
See the following implications: 
m 
(9 e (ii) & (iii) 
a 1 (3.2) 
(vi) P (vii) ) (i) 
(viii) w (ix) 
The implications (iv)+(vi) and (v)+(vii) have been shown in the Introduction. 
The implications (vi)+(vii) follows from the fact id:lK[,+IKl,,, is a fine 
homotopy equivalence (see [21]). It remains to prove the equivalence between (vii), 
(viii) and (ix). 
We show that (vii) implies (viii) and (ix). For each A E K, Lk(A, K) # P, because 
K has no principal simplex. Write A = lJzzp=, A,, where each A,, is compact. Since 
A is a Z-set in [Kl,,,, so is each A,,. Then each A,, is a Z-set in its neighborhood 
ISt(A, K)l in the ANR IKIm. By Lemma 1.7, dA is also a Z-set in ISt(A, K)(, = 
A * ILk(A, K)I,. Thus A is a countable union of Z-sets in ISt(A, K)I,, which implies 
A is also a Z-set in ISt(A, K)I, by [7, Lemma 2.41. Then ISt(A, K)I,\A is homotopi- 
tally equivalent to ISt(A, K)/,, h ence contractible. Observe that ILk(A, K)/, is a 
strong deformation retract of ISt(A, K)I,\A. Thus ILk(A, K)/, is contractible. Each 
x E (KI is contained in some simplex A of K. Since A is a Z-set in IKE,,,, {x} is also 
a Z-set in IK/~, which implies H,([K[, (K[\{x]) = 0. Thus (vii) implies (viii) and (ix). 
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Next we see the implication (viii)*(vii). For each z, E K’, {v} is a Z-set in 
lSt(v, K)I, = v * ILk(v, K)I, by Lemma 1.6. Since ISt(u, K)\ is a neighborhood of a 
in the ANR (KI,, { } . z, IS a Z-set in IKI,,,. Assume that each (n -1)-simplex of K is 
a Z-set in IKI,,,. Let A be an n-simplex of K. Then dA is a Z-set in IK(, because 
it is a finite union of Z-sets in IKIm. Write A = lJz=, A, where each A, is compact. 
Since A is a Z-set in \St(A, K)I, = A * (Lk(A, K)(, by (ii) and Lemma 1.6, each A, 
is also a Z-set in ISt(A, K)\,. Since ISt(A, K)I is a neighborhood of A,, in the ANR 
IKI,,,, A, is a Z-set in IK(,. Thus A is a countable union of Z-sets in IKE,,,, which 
implies A is also a Z-set in (KI, by [7, Lemma 2.41. By induction, each simplex of 
K is a Z-set in IKl,,,. 
Finally we see the implication (ix)+(viii). Let A be an n-simplex of K and Ka 
be the subdivision of K by starring at the barycenter A of A. By the excision 
property, the homology hypothesis of (ix) implies 
H,(ISt(Ai, KA)], ISt(A, KJl\{Ai)) = 0. 
From the homology sequence, it follows 
Since ILk(A, K -)I A m is a (strong) deformation retract of ISt(A, K,g)l,,,\{A}, we have 
fi.+.(Lk(A, Ka)) = 0. Observe that Lk(A, KJ is combinatorially equivalent to 
1” Lk(A, K) (n = dim A). By the suspension theorem (e.g. see [22, Corollary 15.44]), 
fi,(Lk(A, K)) = 0. Since Lk(A, K) is simply connected by (ix), Lk(A, K) is contract- 
ible by Whitehead’s Theorem [22, Theorem 10.281. The proof is completed. q 
5. An example 
In this section, we will see that the simple connectedness of links is essential in 
condition (ix) of the main theorem. We construct a countable simplicial complex 
K such that H,(IKI, (KI\{x}) =0 f or each x E IK 1 but K is not a combinatorial 
co-manifold. Let L be a countable simplicial complex which is acyclic but not simply 
connected. For example, let L be K( TT, 1) for some non-trivial countable acyclic 
group x. For non-trivial acyclic groups, refer to Section 3 of [3]. The simplest 
example of such a group v is due to Higman [12] and has the presentation 
(a, b, c, d: b-lab = a2, c-‘bc = b2, d-‘cd = c2, a-Ida = d*). 
By [ 19, Theorem 3.61, the product complex LX A” is a combinatorial co-manifold. 
Let K = ZI * (LX A”), the cone over Lx A”. Since Lk( v, K) = Lx Am is non-contract- 
ible, K is not a combinatorial a-manifold by the main theorem. Let A be a simplex 
of LxA”. Since A has the contractible link Lk(A, K) = v * Lk(A, Lx A”), A is a 
Z-set in ISt(A, K)lm = A * ILk(A, K)I, by Lemma 1.6. Then each x E A is a Z-set 
in ISt(A, K)I,, h ence in IK(, because ISt(A, K)] is a neighborhood of x in 1~1~. 
And VA has also the contractible link Lk( uA, K) = Lk(A, L x A”). Then, similarly 
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as above, each XE (VA)” is a Z-set in IK],. Thus each XE ]Kl\{v} is a Z-set in [Kl,,,, 
which implies H,(IKI, (K]\(x)) = 0. Note that ~Lx A”/, is a deformation retract of 
]Kl,\{r~). Then 
fi.+((K[\{~1})=&(LxA”)=lj,(L)=0 
because L is acyclic. By the homology sequence, we have H.+( JK (, ]KI\{ v}) = 0. Thus 
H,(JKI,JKJ\{x})=O for any xE/KJ. 
6. Appendix: Z-sets in polyhedra 
In a (+-manifold (or E-manifold), both notions of Z-sets and strong Z-sets are 
coincident [9]. And a v-manifold (or E-manifold) has the property that every 
compact set is a strong Z-set. This property is an important factor in Mogilski’s 
characterization of g-manifolds (or E-manifolds) [ 151 (cf. [2]). And for a a-compact 
ANR X, this characterizes the property that X x Q is a Smanifold [5, Proposition 
6.41. For simplicial complexes, we can prove the following proposition. 
6.1. Proposition. Let L be a subcomplex of a simplicial complex K. If IL1 is a Z-set 
in lKlm then IL/ is a strong Z-set in (KI,. 
Proof. Let Ou be an open cover of IKIm. By [9, Lemma V.71, there is a subdivision 
K’ of K such that IK’~, = IKI, and K’ refines %. Then K’ induces a subdivision 
L’ of L. We can assume that L’ is full in K’, that is, for uO, . . . , ZJ, E L”, u. * * . u, E L’ 
if u. * . . v, E K’. Otherwise, take the barycentric subdivision of K’. By C(L’, K’), 
we denote the simplicial complement of L’ in K’, that is 
Then (C(L’, K’)I, is a closed subspace of IK’(, = (KI, such that (L( n (C(L’, K’)I = 0. 
Let (x(u)),,, ,o be the barycentric coordinate of x E IK’I. Note CueC(L’,Kjj~ x(u) # 0 
if x E IL’I. Then we can define a retraction r: JK’I,\IL’I + (C(L’, K’)I, by 
r(x) = 
x(v) 
c 
UEC(L’,K’)~ 
x(u) > veC(L’,K’)’ 
Clearly r is limited by (3. Since ) LJ isaZ-setin]K\,,thereisamapf:\K],+\K\,\\L\ 
limited by %. Then rf: IK(, + IC(L’, K’)J, is limited by st %. Therefore IL1 is a 
strong Z-set in (K lrn. q 
By this proposition, condition (vii) in the Main Theorem implies that each simplex 
of K is a strong Z-set in IKl,,,, hence each compact set in IKE,,, is a strong Z-set in 
(K(, by [6, Lemma 7.21. Thus the equivalence between (v) and (vii) in the Main 
Theorem can be also seen by [5, Proposition 6.41. 
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For a simplicial complex K, we denote 
9’(K) = {A E K 1 Lk( A, K) is contractible} and 
Y(K) = {A E K\T( K) ) 2 Lk(A, K) is contractible}. 
We can also prove the following generalization of Theorem 4.1 in [13] by the same 
arguments in [13]. 
6.2. Theorem. Let K be a simplicial complex. Then for any topologically complete (i.e. 
complete metrizable) closed set F in (K(,, the following are equivalent: 
(i) F is a Z-set, 
(ii) F is a strong Z-set, 
(iii) Fc]%(K)uY(K)( and AnF IS nowhere dense in each A E Y(K), where 
~~(K)uY(K)I=U{A~AE~(K)UY(K)). 
In the above theorem, the topological completeness of F is essential. In fact, let 
K be a combinatorial co-manifold. Then e(K) = K by our main theorem. Any 
closed set F in 1 K lrn with int F # 0 is not a Z-set but F satisfies the condition (iii). 
However in general, the equivalence between (i) and (ii) is open. 
6.3. Question. Let K be a simplicial complex. Is any Z-set in JK(, a strong Z-set? 
Although Theorem 6.2 can be proved by the same arguments in [13], we need 
some changes because we don’t assume the countability nor the local finiteness of 
K and the proof of [13, Theorem 4.11 contains a small gap. We give the proof for 
the sake of completeness. 
Lemma 3.10 in [13] is generalized as follows: 
6.4. Lemma. Let A be a strong Z-set in a space X. Then any closed subset F of v * A 
with v & F is a strong Z-set in the cone v * X. 
Proof. Let 011 be an open cover of v * X. There is 0 < s < 1 such that 
{v} u {v} x (0, s) x X c U\ F for some U E %!. 
Using compactness of {v} x [s, 1) X {x} u {x}, x E X, we can construct an open cover 
“Ir of X such that 
Vu{{V}X{t}XV~VEClr,sStt(l}<~. 
By the hypothesis, idx is V-near to a map f: X + X such that An cl f(X) = 0. The 
natural extension f: v * X + v * X off is %-near to iduex and 
({~}~[~,1]xAvA)ncl~(v*X)=0, 
hence Fnclf(v * X)=0. q 
By the same proof as [13, Theorem 3.121, we can show the following stronger 
result by using Lemmas 1.6, 1.7 and 6.4. 
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6.5. Lemma. Let A be an n-simplex with n 2 1 and K be a simplicial complex with 
contractible suspension. Then any nowhere dense closed set Fin A is a strong Z-set in 
A * K. 
Proof. For the sake of completeness, we give the proof. 
Incasen=l:ForanyxEA,(A*[KI,, x) is homeomorphic to ({x} * IEKI,, x), 
hence {x} is a strong Z-set in A * IK(, by Lemma 1.6. And by Lemma 1.7, aA is 
also a strong Z-set in A * ]K lm. Th us any finite subset of A is a strong Z-set in 
A * IK],,,. Let 021 be an open cover of A * [Kim. From compactness of A, we have 
an open cover V of A and 0 < to < 1 such that 
Let L be a subdivision of A with LC “I/ and L1\Lo= {A,, . . . , A,}. Since (LoI is a 
strong Z-set in A * ) K Im because it is a finite subset of A, we have a map g : A * 1 K Im + 
A * [K/m, an open neighborhood W of ILo/ = UC=, aAi in A and 0 < t, < to such that 
g is %-near to id and 
(Wu Wx(0, t,)x Y)ng(A*]K(,)=0. 
Take 1-simplexes Bi c A,, i = 1,. . . , r, so that A\ WC B1 u - - . u B,. Since F is 
nowhere dense, we can choose biE$i\F, i=l,...,r. Let h:AxI+A be a “Ir- 
homotopy such that ho = id, h, ]lJ~=, aA, = id and h,(B,) = {bi}, i = 1,. . . , r. And let 
k: (0, l)+ I be a map such that k((0, t,]) = 1 and k([t,, 1)) = 0. Define a map 
~:A*(K],+A*IK], byf]A=h,,f(IK],=idand 
f(x,t,~)=(h(x,k(t)),t,y) onAx(O,l)xlKl,. 
Then f is st %-near to id and 
hence Fnclf(A * (~1,) =0. Therefore F is a strong Z-set in A * JKJ,. 
In case n > 1: Assume the lemma holds for an (n-1)-simplex. Note that aA is 
a strong Z-set in A * (KI, by Lemma 1.7. Let B be an (n-1)-simplex in A with 
BnaA=0 or BnaAzB. Let C be an (n-1)-face of A with BnaAcC. Then 
there is a homeomorphism cp : A + u * C such that cp( B) c ~1 * D for some (n - 
2)-simplex D in C. By the assumption, D is a strong Z-set in C * IKI,,,. Then q(B) 
is a strong Z-set in (ZJ * C) * IK],,, = u * (C * IK],,,) by Lemma 6.4. Since cp extends 
toahomeomorphism~:A*IKI,~(u*C)*IKI,,BisastrongZ-setinA*IKI,. 
Thus for any subdivision L of A, the (n-1)-skeleton IL”-‘/ is a strong Z-set in 
A * IKI,,,. Similarly as the case n = 1, we can show that a nowhere dense closed set 
F in A is a strong Z-set in A * (~1,. cI1 
Similarly as [13, Theorem 3.41 by using Lemma 1.7 and [7, Lemma 2.41, we can 
show the following lemma. 
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6.6. Lemma. Let F be a closed subset of an n-simplex A with int,F # 0. Then for any 
non-contractible simplicial complex K, F is not a Z-set in A * IKI,,,. 
Proof. For completeness, we give the proof. If F is a Z-set in A * \Klm then there 
is an n-simplex B in A which is a Z-set in A * IKI,. For any n-simplex C in A 
there is a homeomorphism h : A+ A such that h(C) = B. Since h extends to a 
homeomorphism 6:A * IK(, --, A * \K(,, C is also a Z-set in A * JKI,. By Lemma 
1.7, 8A is a Z-set in A * (KI,. Then A is a countable union of a Z-sets in A * IKIm, 
hence a Z-set by [7, Lemma2.41. Since A * IK~,,,( 5 IA * K(,) is an ANR, A * IK\,\A 
is homotopically equivalent to A * IKE,,,. Since (K(, is a strong deformation retract 
of A * IK(,\A, (K(, has the homotopy type of A * 1~1~. However A * lKlm is 
contractible because so is A. This is a contradiction. q 
We need one more lemma which fills a gap in the proof of [13, Theorem 4.11. 
6.7. Lemma. Let A be an n-simplex and x E A, Then for any disconnected simplicial 
complex K, {x} is not a Z-set in A * JKI,. 
Proof. If n = 0 then A = x, hence A * IK Im\{x} is disconnected. Since A * (K lrn is 
connected, {x} is not a Z-set. For n> 0, if XE A is a Z-set in A * jK(, then 
A * IK I,,,\(x) is homotopically equivalent to A * IK I,,,, hence contractible. Observe 
that A * IKIm\{ > x is also homotopically equivalent to 8A * IKIm = I2”“KI,. Then 
_X”K is contractible. But by the suspension theorem (e.g., see [22, Corollary 15.44]), 
Z&C K) = fi,,(E”K) which implies fiO( K) = 0. This is a contradiction. Therefore 
XEA is not a Z-set in A* \KI,. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. The implication (ii)+(i) is obvious. To prove the implication 
(i)+(iii), let F be a Z-set in (K(,. Assume that there exists x E F\(%(K) u .Y’(K)(. 
Let A E K with x E A. Then A & T(K) u 9’(K) which means ELk(A, K) is not 
contractible. Since {x} is a Z-set in \KI,, { x IS a Z-set in its neighborhood } . 
\St(A, K)(, = A * lLk(A, K)J,. By Lemma 6.7, Lk(A, K) is connected. Therefore 
2 Lk(A, K) is simply connected. Thus 2*(X Lk(A, K )) # 0 by Whitehead’s Theorem 
[22, Theorem 10.281. By the suspension theorem [22, Corollary 15.441, 
2,(X”Lk(A, K)) # 0 where n = dim A. On the other hand, let K, be the subdivision 
of K by starring at x. Then Lk(x, K,) is contractible because x is a Z-set in 
x * ]Lk(x, K,)], = ]St(x, K,)], = ISt(A, K)j,. Since ILk(x, &)I, =:aA* (Lk(A, K)\, = 
IEnLk(A, K)I,, X”Lk(A, K) is contractible. This is a contradiction. Consequently 
F c l%(K) u Y(K)\. If int,(A n F) # 0 for some A E Y(K) then there is a closed 
subset B of F such that B c A and int,B # 0. Since F is a Z-set in (KI,, so is B. 
Then B is a Z-set in its neighborhood ]%(A, K)],,, = A * (Lk(A, K)(,. By Lemma 
6.6, Lk(A, K) is contractible. This contradicts to A E 9’(K). Therefore int,(A n F) = 
0 for each AEY(K). 
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To show the implication (iii)+(ii), let F be a topologically complete closed set 
in IKIm satisfying the condition (iii). Each YE Ken .9’(K) is a strong Z-set in IKIm 
because it is a strong Z-set in its neighborhood St(u, K), = v w [Lk(v, K)lm by 
Lemma 1.6. Since a discrete union of strong Z-sets in an ANR is a strong Z-set, 
]K”] n F is a strong Z-set in 1~1,. Assume that ]K”-‘( n F is a strong Z-set in 1~1,. 
We can write A = lJ:r Ai for each A E Kn\Kn-l such that {Ai IA E K”\Knml} is a 
discrete collection of compacta for each i E N. For each i E N and each A E S(K) u 
Y(K), Ai n F is a strong Z-set in IK], because it is a strong Z-set in its neighborhood 
/St(A, K)/, =A * ILk(A, K)[, by Lemmas 1.6 and 6.5. Then the discrete union 
U{A~~FIAEK”\K”-~} is also a strong Z-set in 1~1,. By [6, Lemma 7.21, 
is a strong Z-set in 1~1,. Thus for each n EN, IK”J n F is a strong Z-set in 1~1, by 
induction. Again by [6, Lemma 7.21, F is a strong Z-set in 1~1,. 17 
For a simplicial complex L, 1~1~ is topologically complete if and only if L has 
no infinite full complex (cf. [14, Ch. III, Lemma 11.51). Then as an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 4.2, we have the following corollary. 
6.8. Corollary. Let K be a simplicial complex and L a subcomplex of K which has no 
injinite full complex. Then I LJ is a (strong) Z-set in (KI, if and only if each simplex 
of L has the contractible link in K. 
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